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 The North Carolina Zoo is open every day, weather permitting, 
except on Christmas Day. Winter admission hours begin Novem-
ber 1 and extend from 9 a.m. through 3 p.m. Summer admission 
hours begin April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.  

Alive is published quarterly by the North Carolina Zoo Society, the 
private, 501(c)3 non-profit that raises funds and engenders public 
support for the North Carolina Zoo. Issue No. 95, Winter 2019. 
Copyright © by the North Carolina Zoo Society. All rights reserved.

Financial information about the NC Zoo Society and 
a copy of its license are available from the Charitable 
Solicitation Licensing Section at 888-830-4989.  
The license is not an endorsement by the State.
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Of Red Wolves, Peregrines and Bison 
      Conservation Connection

It is not easy to figure out why some 
efforts to save endangered species 
work and some do not. Tap the name 
of a no-longer-endangered species into 

a Google search, and most of the pages 
you turn up will recite facts and figures 
about the animal but will say little about 
the specifics that led it off the endangered 
species list. More in-depth searches don’t 
usually help much either. Most of them 
veer off topic to talk about the people—
bigger than life heroes—who seem to be 
vital to making the recoveries happen.

continues>>>

What Does it Take 
to Save a Species?

Jayne Owen Parker, Ph.D.
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Bison Tales
Take the American Bison. Track its 
recovery, and you’ll soon meet William 
T. Hornaday—a Victorian gentleman 
and a lead taxidermist at the Smithso-
nian Museum of Natural History.

An avid big-game hunter, Horna-
day allegedly came to his conservation 
moment on a prolonged, futile hunt to 
collect bison for the museum’s exhibits. 

As the story goes, weeks into this 
failed hunt, and at the end of another 
fruitless day, Hornaday became entan-
gled in a mound of prairie brush. 
Frustrated and tired, he hacked himself 
free and, wiping the sweat from his 
brow, looked up and stared out across 
a rolling sea of prairie grasses awash in 
the glow of the setting sun. 

Squinting as he scanned the hori-
zon, Hornaday saw not a single bison. 
Instead, everywhere he turned, his 
eyes caught the glimmer of stark, white 
bison bones reflecting in the fading 
light. Shaken by the volume of bones  

littering the prairie, he set down his 
gun and set out on a lifetime quest to 
restore bison to the western prairie.

On this journey, he formulated a 
plan to capture and corral as many wild 
bison as possible and to breed them 
back to health in much the same way 
that ranchers bred domestic cattle. His 
simple but novel idea paid off. Before 
he died, he watched America’s bison 
population climb from a low of 800 
animals to a collective herd of more 
than 12,000.

The Peregrine’s Recovery
A similar story traces the fall and rise 
of North America’s Peregrine Falcon. 
It found its hero in Dr. Tom Cade, an 
Ornithology professor at Cornell Uni-
versity. Cade hatched his plan to rescue 
America’s Peregrines after the species 
was already perched on extinction’s 
doorstep: No Peregrines survived east 
of the Mississippi River and, maybe, 
150 pairs hung on in the West. 

Cade’s late entry into the falcon’s 
rescue was due to the unnerving 
circumstances surrounding the bird’s 
disappearance. For years, Peregrine 
populations (along with the popula-
tions of many other native birds) had 
been in a tailspin because of exten-
sive nesting failures. Generation after 
generation of chicks failed to appear 
because their eggs shattered during 
incubation. Unless that problem 
could be solved, nothing could save 
Peregrines from extinction.

Finally, though, scientists realized 
that DDT, a new and highly effective 
pesticide, was causing the nesting 
failures. Thought to be non-toxic to 
birds and other large animals, the 
pesticide turned out to be deadly 
enough to create a mass extinction. 

The pesticide’s fault lay in its per-
sistence. It clung, unchanged, to the 
tissues of dead and dying animals, 
and, once inside their cells, rose up 
the food chain as if it were a friendly 
nutrient. It passed from stricken 
insects into their predators and even-
tually into their predators’ predators. 

As it traveled up the food chain, it 
eventually accumulated in sufficient 
quantities to disrupt its hosts’ endo-
crine system. In birds, the disruptions 
kept calcium from flowing into devel-
oping eggshells. Devoid of this mineral, 
the shells became too fragile to support 
the weight of incubating parents. 

Once this process was understood, 
federal courts banned the use of DDT 
inside the United States, and Cade 
took this opportunity to begin a cap-
tive breeding program for America’s 
Peregrines. Making his program work, 
though, required a lot of ingenuity 
because, Cade had to help the birds 
overcome their instinctive aversions to 
caging and to nesting in sight of other 
falcons.

But, overcome they did. In just a few 
years, Cade was successfully enticing 
males and females to accept each other 
as mates and had them nesting in 
coops instead of on mountain ledges. 
He pioneered ways to double their 
egg production and devised a strat-
egy that kept Great Horned Owls and 
eagles from picking off newly released 
Peregrine youngsters. (Traditionally, 
Peregrine chicks escaped this kind of 
predation because their parents were 
there to drive off the predators.) Amaz-
ingly, it took fewer than 30 years for 
Cade’s program to restore Peregrines in 
sufficient numbers to lift their name off 
the Endangered Species List. 
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Warm and Fuzzy Recovery Tales
Stories about people like Hornaday and 
Cade telegraph messages of hope and 
reinforce the idea that species’ rescues 
depend on wildlife heroes. But, these 
stories also distract from the reality that 
species’ rescues are complicated and 
actually involve the support of a large 
community of caring people.

Both Hornaday and Cade relied on 
benefactors, volunteers, and power-
ful politicians to keep their programs 
going. President Theodore Roosevelt 
bullied Congress into funding the 
bison’s recovery plan and persuaded 
these lawmakers to build a national 
zoo, as well, to house a recovery herd. 
The National Bison Foundation formed 
to bring in wealthy backers. And, five 
western ranching families—three 
headed by Native Americans—set up 
bison breeding programs before Dr. 
Hornaday got his program off the 
ground. These ranchers, not Hornaday, 
provided most of the stock that formed 
the bison’s recovery herd.

Similarly, private falconers gave Cade 
their birds to form his founding flock 
and stuck around, along with other 
volunteers, to help take care of the 
birds. Volunteers cleaned cages, sorted 
out mates, fed chicks, released juveniles 
into the wild and, eventually, turned 
them loose among city skyscrapers. 
And, none of these actions would have 
mattered if President Richard Nixon 
and the United States Congress had not 
shored up the Endangered Species Act, 
giving it enough clout to demand a ban 
on DDT.

Can We Save the Red Wolf  
from Extinction?

In many ways, early efforts to save the 
Red Wolf from extinction paralleled the 
recovery efforts undertaken for bison 
and Peregrines. All three species were 
chosen for inclusion in America’s ear-
liest conservation programs. The bison 
was the first native to receive such pro-
tection, and both Peregrines and Red 
Wolves landed on early lists to protect 

disappearing species. 
Further, all three species arrived on 

these lists because they were victims 
of human-induced catastrophes. Bison 
were slaughtered for political and eco-
nomic gains—50 million killed in little 
more than a decade. Peregrines, along 
with eagles and other native birds, suc-
cumbed to a poison unleashed, albeit 
accidentally, by a deadly and improp-
erly vetted pesticide. And, Red Wolves 
were relentlessly poisoned, shot, and 
dispatched during predator eradication 
programs that wrongly likened these 
shy and reclusive animals to the aggres-
sive, malicious wolves fictionalized in 
tales from the Brothers Grimm. 

Likewise, all three species ended up 
in captive breeding programs and two 
of them—the bison and the wolf—saw 
their entire populations taken out of the 
wild and placed in captive settings to 
jump-start their recoveries.

The Red Wolf ’s roundup began in 
1973 and after six years of searching, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife biologists suc-
cessfully transferred every one of the 
Earth’s remaining Red Wolves— all 17 
of them—to Point Defiance Zoo and 
Aquarium in Tacoma, Washington, to 
establish the wolf ’s captive breeding 
program. Fourteen of these animals 
eventually reproduced. And, by 1987, 
the captive population was large and 
stable enough for the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to begin reintroducing 
Red Wolves back into the wild. 

North Carolina’s 120,000-acre Alli-
gator River National Wildlife Refuge 
became the wolf ’s main reintroduc-
tion site. Over the years, the Service 
introduced several more captive-bred 
wolves and, as the refuge acquired more 
acreage, the wild wolves reproduced as 
well. After a number of stops and starts, 
the wild population expanded to about 
130 animals. In the years that followed, 
though, the program ran into a series of 
problems that stopped this expansion 
and sent the population into a deep 
decline. Today, this wild population 
probably contains fewer than 25 Red 
Wolves.

What Will Happen?
Unlike Bison and Peregrines—which 
were released into welcoming national 
parks and cityscapes respectively—Red 
Wolves were sent into a rather small, 
newly formed refuge in eastern North 
Carolina. Some community members 
welcomed the reintroduction, and some 
did not. 

The people who did not remained 
vocal and grew more so when wolves 
began wandering out of the refuge. 
Things grew even worse as more and 
more Coyotes made their way toward 
the coast. For one thing, Coyotes will 
interbreed with wolves, so biologists 
wanted to keep the two species apart. 
Further, Coyote hunting is legal in 
North Carolina, and Red Wolves and 
Coyotes are hard to tell apart.

Eventually, the Coyote problem fed 
into the political grumblings and the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service pulled 
back on the Red Wolf recovery efforts. 
Among other things, the Service has 
recommended that Red Wolves be 
protected exclusively in programs 
under human care. This recommen-
dation and some decisions by the NC 
Wildlife Resources Commission have 
led to a flurry of lawsuits that will 
eventually settle issues about the wolves 
and refuge. But, in the mean time, the 
Zoo and the Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums are working hard to ensure 
that Red Wolves do not become extinct.
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S
ince the 1980s, the Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums has contributed to Red Wolf con-
servation through a Species Survival Plan that, 
currently, involves 43 institutions in a captive 

breeding program for the species. The North Carolina 
Zoo joined this program in 1995, shortly after opening a 
Red Wolf habitat on the site.

The Zoo’s entrance into the program was made 
possible by gifts to the Zoo Society from the Florence 
Rogers Charitable Trust and other donors. These dona-
tions funded the construction of a secluded, non-public 
breeding area for Red Wolves. Recently, grants from the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Emily Millis-Hiatt 
Foundation Fund allowed the Zoo to double the size of 
this original breeding facility. Because of this addition, 
the Zoo currently houses the second largest breeding 
group of Red Wolves in existence.  

Since entering the Species Survival Plan for Red 
Wolves, the Zoo’s wolf pack has produced 29 healthy 
pups, nine in the past three years. Of the 20 Red Wolves 
currently living at the Park, only two—the ambassador 
animals residing in the viewing area—are housed out-
side of this secluded breeding facility. 

While biologists and politicians continue to wrestle 
with the fate of the Red Wolf reintroduction program 
at Alligator River, the North Carolina Zoo and the 
Association of Zoos and Aquariums have stepped up 
their efforts to protect this species by further strength-
ening the Red Wolf’s captive breeding programs. As part 
of this commitment, the Zoo plans to expand its breed-
ing facilities again, soon, with the goal of making its wolf 
pack the largest in the world.

The Zoo has also seen one of its own, Animal 
Management Supervisor Chris Lasher, step to the fore-
front of conservation efforts for this species. Lasher cur-
rently serves as the program leader for AZA’s Red Wolf 
SAFE Program and as the coordinator for the Red Wolf 
Species Survival Plan®. Both programs are administered 
through the Association of Zoos and Aquariums: SAFE 
(Saving Animals from Extinction) draws on the collective 
expertise of zoo professionals to help oversee conserva-

tion work and to engage the zoo community’s massive 
audiences in supporting these programs. The Species 
Survival Plan is a breeding and population management 
program designed to ensure the long-term sustainability 
of captive-based animal populations. Lasher’s dual roles 
in these programs provide for close coordination and, 
consequently, increase the potential the programs have 
for protecting the future of Red Wolves. 

Finally, the Zoo recently became a full member of the 
Conservation Centers for Species Survival, a coop-
erative group of large conservation facilities in North 
America that are dedicated to the preservation of wild-
life, and especially, to species that require large habi-
tats, that live in social groups, and that prefer to avoid 
contact with people in the wild. Established in 2005, this 
group is made up of conservation facilities that own or 
manage large tracts of non-public land—land that has 
the potential to provide habitat and breeding spaces 
for rare, secretive species like the Red Wolf. The group 
also works with landowners who have large tracts of 
land and who are interested in participating in strategic 
partnerships that benefit species conservation. The Zoo, 
which is the world’s largest natural habitat zoo, plans to 
work closely with this group to open up new options for 
increasing the Red Wolf’s population and for reestablish-
ing a sustainable group of these animals somewhere in 
the wild.               Deborah Fuchs, Public Relations Officer

AZA, the North Carolina Zoo,  
and the Red Wolf
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Protecting What We Cherish

Dear Friend of the Zoo:
Thank you for taking time out of this past year to visit the Zoo’s 
animals and to read about ways that the Zoo and the Zoo Society 
work together to keep these creatures healthy and safe. We hope 
that you cherish the memories that you built with us last year as 
much as we cherish the contributions that your interests and 
membership have made to the well-being of the Zoo. Because 
of you, the Society remains a critical ally for Zoo programs that 
sustain excellent care for the animals living inside the Park and that 
offer protection for rare and endangered species living in the wild.

We want you to know that the Zoo would not be the same without you. Whenever you send 
a child to a Society camp or attend a VIP tour or buy an adoption package or, especially, 
donate to our annual fund, you help protect the Zoo’s future. Your generosity ensures 
that the Zoo will have the resources it needs to keep its animals healthy and its visitors 
engaged in learning about nature and wildlife.

At the end of this year, your donation has become more critical than ever before. The 
stakes are exceptionally high now because the Zoo is in the midst of its most ambitious 
expansion plan. Architects and engineers have begun tracing out schematics and preparing 
planning documents for the Zoo’s next big thing—the addition of the Asian continental region.

Adding Asia will bring Tigers, Komodo Dragons, Red Pandas, and other species into spacious new habitats, and will 
open up opportunities for Zoo staff to engage in programs that protect these species in the wild. Every step of the 

way, the Zoo’s curators, educators, rangers, and visitor service 
personnel will be looking for ways to make your future 

visits more exciting, more fun, and more educational 
than ever before.

We know that a world of hard work lies ahead of us 
as we strive to achieve our goals. But, we also know 
that we can rely on you and our other Zoo friends to 

help us move forward. With your help, the Zoo will 
continue to develop the programs that you, your 

family, and your friends have come to cherish. 

Please help us continue this vital journey 
by donating to our annual fund. Your gift 
will help the Zoo Society keep its promise 
to raise $10 million so that we can work 
together to build and open Asia soon.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Turner

Please go to NCZOO.COM 
and click on Protecting 
What We Cherish to make 
your donation.

  

 INGIMAGES
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A Zoo Society Membership
Give your family or friends time and a place to share your love 
of the world. Join the North Carolina Zoo Society and visit the 
Zoo with them—often. 

No one is ever too old or too young to feel awe in the shadow 
of an elephant or joy in watching youngsters—human or other- 
wise—bound, leap, run, and squeal as they play and learn in 
the circle of family. Members can visit as often as they like, and 
are free to take home all the memories that they carry.

Give Thanks to Someone You Care For
Recognize a friend or loved one with the gift of a 
Zoo Society Honorarium. A well-chosen donation 
in someone else’s name is a gift that can warm 

the heart of a loved one and 
help ensure that the Zoo has the 
resources it needs to care for its 
most precious assets—its animals, 
plants, guests, and staff.

A Collector’s Christmas Ornament
Another exclusive slice of tree candy from 

local artist Chris Gabriel. This limited edition 
piece is available online for $24.95  

(includes shipping).

A Face-to-Face with a Favorite Species
The Zoo Society’s VIP Tours begin in March and run 
through the end of October. Give someone you love 
a behind-the-scenes encounter with one of the Zoo’s 
elephants, otters, bears, cougars, lions, or other 
animals. These extraordinary encounters can make 
memories that glow for a lifetime.
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To learn more or to purchase any of 
our gifts for the heart, please go to 
nczoo.com. Or, call us (336.879.7250) 
during regular business hours, and 
we will shop with you.

Go Big and Go Far or Near
♥	Consider traveling with the Zoo  

Society on a trip to Peru, South 
Africa, or Australia. Knowledgeable 
guides accompany all of our tours. 

♥	Send a youngster to Camp at the Zoo 
or to Shadow a Zoo Veterinarian. 

♥	Or bring your friends to the Zoo and 
rent a Ride-and-a-Guide to tour the 
Park and learn about its wonders.

A Precious Adoption
It’s Babies’ First Holiday, and we are celebrating with a special 
adoption. Choose either Bonnie or Nandi for your $50 adoption, 
and we will send you a gift-wrapped plush rhinoceros, a person-
alized adoption certificate, and a photo/fact sheet about Southern 
White Rhinos. We will also include your special message on a 
card tucked inside the package. Become an adoptive parent and 
watch the kids grow up. It will 
make every visit more fun 
than the last one. Adoption 
packages will be mailed on 
December 11.  
Visit nczoo.com to purchase  
your adoptions.

IN
G

IM
A

G
ES
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  NEW TRIP OFFERING — 2019 
The Heart of the
Brazilian Amazon
May 25 - June 5       $4,100

 Includes round trip air from Raleigh- 
Durham International Airport

Join EcoQuest Travel to visit 
Mamiraua Reserve and embark on 
one of the world’s most unusual 
wildlife viewing adventures. Set 
in an ancient section of Brazilian 
rainforest, Mamiraua encompasses a 
massive swath of varzea—forests that 
the Amazon nourishes each spring by 
overrunning its banks and flooding 
the trees to heights that swallow their 
trunks and lap against their cano-
pies. Wildlife scrambles to take ref-

uge in the treetops, and the temporary lake makes it easy for travelers to 
board canoes and float spectacularly close to the animals. The variety of 

birds is mindboggling 
and, the mammals that 
can be seen include 
Jaguar, Pink River 
Dolphins, and Red-
faced Uakari monkeys. 
An extraordinary 
adventure timed to 
coincide with the 
height of the wildlife 
viewing. An authentic 
and amazing tour of 
Earth’s most magnifi-
cent river.

TRAVEL SAFARI  

Peru        July 31 - August 12                     $3,995 per person,
 based on double occupancy (International airfare not included)

This 13-day, luxury adventure explores some of Peru’s most important 
cultural and natural sites. Destinations include Cusco, the Sacred Valley of 
the Incas; Machu Picchu, Tambopata National Reserve, Puerto Maldonado, 

and more. Travelers stay 
in superior accommoda-
tions accompanied by 
highly experienced local 
guides. Fees include all 
domestic flights inside 
Peru, local guides, emer-
gency evacuation insur-
ance and most meals.  
   An optional post-exten-
sion excursion to Ballestas 
Island and the Nazca Lines 
is also available. 

2019 DESTINATIONS

2020 DESTINATION

Exploring Australia—Including the Barossa Valley 
Wine Region
April 24 - May 11               $8,348 per person, double occu-
pancy, if booked before October 25, 2019 (Includes international 
airfare & shuttle from Asheboro to Charlotte International)

What a way to see the Land Down Under! Highlights of the trip 
include Melbourne, Uluru, Alice Springs, the Great Barrier Reef 
and so much more. The Society has coordinated this tour with 
Collette Travel Service. Costs cover international and ground 
travel inside Australia, 23 meals, experienced tour guides and 
more! Post-extension trip to Fiji is available!

South Africa, Victoria Falls and Botswana
October 26 - November 8              $7,899/per person* if booked 
  before March 31, 2019  (Includes round-trip air from Charlotte)
An extraordinary adventure into the some of Africa’s most 
iconic wildlife destinations. The highlights of this trip include 
seven wildlife safaris, a cable car ride to the top of Table 
Mountain, a visit to the iconic Victoria Falls, a foray into the 
heart of South Africa's famous winelands, time in Entabeni 
Conservancy and Chobe National Park, and so much more! 
   Optional three-night pre-tour extension to Dubai available for 
$649 (International airfare not included).

More details and full itineraries are available for 
download at nczoo.COM under “Extraordinary 
Experiences.” 

MACHU PICCHU, VICTORIA FALLS, ULURU: INGIMAGES
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Happy Anniversary, 
North Carolina Zoo Society
The first fifty years have been great.
Since incorporating on November 14, 1968, The North Carolina Zoo Society has faithfully 
supported the North Carolina Zoo by building enduring relationships with people—donors 
and members, like you—who feel awe and reverence in the company of animals. We share 
these feelings with you, and like you, we want to bequeath tomorrow’s children a world where  
elephants rule the savannahs, and Tigers burn bright in the night.

Who We Were
In its earliest phase, the neophyte Zoo Society struggled to provide funding to support the 
Zoo. Swamped by debt from buying the 1,200 acres it would donate to the state to house the 
future zoo, the Zoo Society floundered financially for several years. In 1972, three years after 
forming, the Society managed to record $62,000 on its year-end balance sheet. But, during the 
next two years, these proceeds evaporated, sinking to less than $40,000 in 1972 and plunging 
below zero in 1973 when the Society ended the year at minus $39,000. Gasping to recover, the 
Society clawed its way solvent again the next year, scraping together a meager net of $5,000. 

Still unsteady from the struggle, but refusing to give up, a gritty Zoo Society 
staff and board spent 1975 building enough traction to net $100,000 and 
then—with an extraordinary gift from the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation—the 
Society netted more than one million dollars the following year.

Who We Have Become
By continuing to build and sustain relationships with people, businesses, and foundations over 
the years, the Zoo Society has evolved into a vibrant and generous community of donors that 
counts more than 28,000 households and nearly 200 corporations among its members. By 
combining their—and your—support with gifts from these donors and earnings from programs 
and sales, the Zoo Society now reliably provides the Zoo with annual backing that averages 
between three and five million dollars.

These annual gifts, when tallied with additional support for other needs, bring the Zoo 
Society’s total donations to the Zoo to an amount that exceeds $96 million during these first 
fifty years. The Zoo has relied on these dollars to help fund its capital projects, operational 
support, conservation initiatives, land acquisitions, and other good works. 

Remarkably, the pace of the Zoo Society’s fundraising continues to accelerate as the years 
race by. Since becoming Executive Director in 2011, Ms. Cheryl Turner has picked up this pace 
by initiating programming changes that have netted nearly $38 million for the Zoo—more than 
34 percent of the Society’s 50-year fundraising total. 

1968

1972

1975
2018
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What We Will Accomplish
Going forward, the Zoo Society will continue to honor the community of members, donors, 
and guests who share our resolve to protect the health, the well-being, and the future of 
animals living in the Zoo and in nature. As this quest continues, the Society will soon launch 
a capital campaign to add a third continental region, Asia, to the Park. For its part, the Zoo 
Society promises to raise $10 million to add to the $35 million made available by the State 
of North Carolina. 

This new continent will bolster the Zoo’s impact on the state’s economy and 
will advance its missions in education, animal well-being, and conservation 
by evoking respect and awe in the hearts of its guests. 

Because habitats will emphasize the delicate ways that animals interact with, and need, 
the natural world, the Asian continent will help guests comprehend the imperative that wild 
animals cannot be sustained unless we also sustain the health of their habitats. 

Whom Will You See?
At its completion, Zoo Asia will exhibit wildlife species in spaces embellished with geo-
logical formations and trees, grasses, bushes, and other flora that mimic the places and 
represent the climates where each species lives. The habitats will be roomy and tailored 
to supply residents with enough complexity to satisfy each species’ behavioral, physical, 
and social needs. The species chosen for the habitats will reflect the curators’ commitment 
to delight and educate our guests and to highlight the Zoo’s conservation programs that 
protect these same species in the wild. 

Tigers  The world’s largest and most graphically pleasing member of the Cat Family will 
prowl through a major slice of the proposed Asian continental region. In the current plans, 
two Tiger habitats sit encircled, and bisected, by a meandering walkway that will bring 
guests close to the big cats. 

Red Pandas  The slender, rusty-hued 
namesakes of Asia’s more famous 
Giant Pandas will grace another one 

of Asia’s habitats. Adapted to live in cooler forests, Red Pandas pres-
ent as a charming mix of endearing animals. Raccoon stripes encircle 
these pandas’ fox-like tails. The shape and markings of their ears and 
faces resemble the cuddliest of teddy bears’. 

Komodo Dragons  A mile away from being cute, but just a 
few yards down the path from the 
Red Pandas, Komodo Dragons 
will form a bank inside their 

habitat space. 
Large (no other 
lizard comes close 
to matching them 
in size), venomous, bold, 
and powerful, these massive lizards are the apex 
predators of their native islands. As diurnal lizards 

KOMODO DRAGON: BIGSTOCK
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EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES 
 Waiting at the Zoo in 2019 

VETERINARY CAMPS
Campers work with the Zoo’s veterinary staff to learn what it is like 
to practice medicine inside a major zoo. Campers interact with live 
(domestic) animals to practice some medical procedures— giving phys-
ical exams or applying bandages and such— and take part in realistic 
simulations to practice administering CPR, drawing blood, shooting 
a dart gun, using an endoscope, and more. Camp counselors are all 
enrolled in the NC State College of Veterinary Medicine. 
• The Society’s one-day Junior Veterinary Camps accept male and 
female rising 7th through 9th-grade students. Camp dates are May 11 
and August 17. 
• The Society’s three-day Senior Veterinary Camps accept rising 
10th graders through first-year college students. The June 14 through 16 
Senior Camp is for girls only. The July 19 through 21 camp accepts both 
male and female students. Campers work into the night and sleep in a 
Zoo Society cabin next to the veterinary hospital.  
• Our one-day, coeducational October 19 middle-school camp, So You 
Think You Want To Work With Animals! introduces students to jobs 
that involve work with or caring for animals. This camp’s hands-on expe-
riences explore veterinary medicine, zookeeping, wildlife biology, and 
animal training.  
WILD ANIMAL SCIENCE CAMP
These co-educational camps explore the ways that researchers study 
animals in the wild and in zoos. The Zoo’s research staff teaches camp 
sessions, which give campers hands-on experience related to the use 
of camera traps, observing animal behaviors, exploring forests, and 
reading animal signs, such as scat and footprints. Campers set up tents 
inside the Zoo and sleep inside the park. Junior camps, for rising 8th 
through 9th graders, are scheduled for June 8-9 and September 14-15. 
A senior camp, for rising 10th through college freshmen, is set for June 
29-30. 
SHADOW A VETERINARIAN
Offered once a month from March through October. This program puts 
two people in the company of a Zoo veterinarian to make morning 
rounds behind-the-scenes at the Zoo. Suitable for adults. (Children 
15-19 years old may attend with an adult.) The program includes an 
after-tour pizza lunch with a Zoo veterinarian and the option of taking a 
private golf cart tour of the Zoo after lunch. 
GET UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL WITH YOUR FAVORITE 
ZOO ANIMAL
The Zoo Society operates public and private VIP TOURS for people who 
want to go behind-the-scenes to get close to an animal, talk with its 
caretakers, and, often, feed the animal too. All tours last about an hour 
or an hour-and-a-half and are accompanied by a professional Society 
guide. Public and Private tours are identical, but private tour goers 
select the date of their tours and choose up to six people to attend.

Visit nczoo.com under “Extraordinary Experiences” for detailed 
information on pricing, tour limitations, dates, and other details.

that grow to the size of crocodiles, the 
Komodos should make outstanding 
ambassadors for their kin and for their 
island homes.

Gibbons  Across one of these walk-
ways, a lush, green habitat will open up 
to reveal a group of Asian primates—
most likely made up of gibbons. 
Regardless of which gibbon species 
is selected, guests will look up to see 
several of these long-limbed, gracile, 
and agile lesser apes swinging below, 
or resting on, a network of interlocking 
branches and platforms in the upper 
layers of the trees. Intelligent, and at 
times ear-splittingly vocal, these gib-
bons will add both acoustic and visual 
splendor to this section of the Zoo’s 
Asian forest.

A variety of birds and other 
animals will be included in the new 
continental region, as well, along with 
educational materials and information 
on the Zoo’s conservation program-
ming. As staff continues to plan and 
build this new continental region, the 
Zoo Society will be asking you and its 
other donors and members to maintain 
your 50-year tradition of lending finan-
cial support to the Zoo’s growth. Your 
gifts enable the Zoo to continue its 
leadership work in wildlife conservation 
and provide concrete evidence that 
North Carolina’s citizens value the vital 
work carried out by the Zoo staff. 

FLAMINGO, RED PANDA, TIGER, GIBBON: INGIMAGE.COM
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The NC Zoo Society would like to thank our Signature 
Sponsor Randolph Communications, the Randolph Friends 
of the Zoo, as well as our other Zoo To Do sponsors, 
donors, volunteers and guests for their help in making  
this year’s party, Some Enchanted Evening, a  success. 
With all of their help, the Zoo Society netted $212,880 to 
support an on-going campaign to bring Asia and other 
continents to the North Carolina Zoo.

Signature Sponsor: 

Randolph Communications

$10,000 
Anonymous
NC Zoo Society Board of Directors

$5,000 
Hickory Printing Solutions
Neo Nova/NRTC/Telispire
Rodgers Builders

$2,500 
Technimark, LLC
Wells Fargo

$1,500 
BB&T
Mr. & Mrs. Matt Charlesworth/Mr. & Mrs. 

Jeffrey Tyl
Clapp’s Convalescent Nursing Home, Inc. 
First Bank – Asheboro
Graham Personnel Services
HH Architecture
Klaussner Home Furnishings
McDowell Lumber Company
Terrie Moffitt
NC EMC
Pinnacle
Pugh Funeral Home
Randolph Health
Rheem Heating & Cooling 
The Timken Company – Asheboro Plant
Triad Corrugated Metal
Turlington & Company, LLP

$1,000
Advisors Financial Center – 

Chris and Neal Griffin
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Burkart
CLH Design
CLR Design
Dasan – Zhone Solutions
Duke Energy
Ennis Flint
Four Saints Brewing Company
Heart of North Carolina 

Visitor’s Bureau
Pam Hill, Randolph County 

Clerk of Superior Court
Bill & Ann Hoover
Martha Johnson
Mechanical Maintenance, Inc. 
Danny & Wendy Mull 
Mr. Sherrill Shaw
Sir Pizza of Asheboro
StarPet, Inc. 
Thomas Tire & Automotive 
Truliant Federal Credit Union

$500 
Acme-McCrary and Sapona 

Foundation 
Asheboro Fire & Security
Bell & Browne, P.A.  
BUG HQ
Burge Flower Shop
Capital Bank
Charlie’s Heating &  Cooling 
JB & Claire Davis
Fidelity Bank
Richard & Susan Garkalns

Insurance Associates  
of the Triad

It’s Leather, Inc. 
Ivey & Eggleston, Attorneys 

at Law
Jordan Heating & Air 

Conditioning 
McKenzie Properties 
Walker & JoAnne Moffitt
Dan & Connie Mull 
Oliver Rubber Company
PEMMCO Manufacturing
Randolph Electric 

Membership Corporation 
RE/MAX Central Realty/ H.R. & 

Vickie Gallimore
Riazzi Rhyne & Swaim 

Investment Group of Wells 
Fargo Advisors, LLC

Ridge Funeral Home 
Dave & Gretchen Sawicki 
Select Bank & Trust 
Shuford Federal Credit Union
Triad Heating & Cooling 

Live Auction
CLR Design 
Vickie Comer 
Cutting Edge Cutlery 
Margaret Giles
Goldhagen Art Glass Gallery 
Robyn Goode
Gordon Woodworking – Brian 

Gordon 
Eck McCanless Pottery 
Terrance Meadows
Alexa Modderno Pottery 
NC Zoo African Plains 

Keepers 
NC Zoo Aviary Keepers 
NC Zoo Chimp Keepers
NC Zoo Curator’s Office 
NC Zoo Cypress Swamp 

Keepers
NC Zoo Giraffe Keepers

NC Zoo Prairie Keepers
NC Zoo Veterinary Hospital 
Ben Owen Pottery 
Patchwork Possibilities –  

Dr. Scott Murkin 
Seagrove Stoneware –  

David Fernandez 
SSA Catering 
Charlie Tefft Pottery 
Thomas Pottery – Bobbie 

Thomas
Michael & Paige Wilhoit 

Special Thanks
American Premium Beverage
Beane Signs
FotoFX!
Lori Lanier Photography
Jimmy Leonard III
Lowes Home Improvement 
Pepsi Bottling Ventures
PIP Printing 
R.H. Barringer Distributing, 

Co. 
Lane Ragsdale
Reddy Ice, Inc. 
DJ Tommy “Rock” 
Jackson Rogers
Tanya Rivera
Tarheel Generator
Becky Tarlton 
United Country – Rogers 

Auctioneers, Inc. 
Bill Walden Sound System, 

LLC

$1,000 Cash 
Giveaway Sponsor

Superior Mechanical 
Incorporated

Food, Fun & 
Entertainment

AAA Carolinas
Aluminum with a Twist 
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Angus Barn
Biltmore Estate
Blue Ribbon Pony Farm
Cakes by Cindy
The Cheesecake Factory
Chick-fil-A
Chili’s Asheboro
Cinemark
The Exchange Banquet & 

Meeting Hall
The Flying Pig Food & Spirits
Tommy Davis Family
Discovery Place
Don Julio’s 
John Fowler
G&G Automotive Enterprises
Lee Gerkin
Hamilton’s Steakhouse
Donna Howard
Jimmy John’s
Carol Kaczmarek
Kaleideum
Sam Kimrey
Kneaded Movements – Patricia 

Hunter 
Lexington BBQ Center
Angela Lucas Massage Therapy
Magnolia 23
Marbles Kids Museum
Archie McGee
Native Son Vineyard & Farm
NC Zoo Education Division
NC Zoo Red Wolf Keepers
Nutrition Xtreme
Olive Garden 
Outback Steakhouse
P.F. Chang’s – China Bistro
Pinewood Country Club
Quaintance – Weaver 

Restaurants & Hotels
R.H. Barringer Distributing Co. 
Randolph-Asheboro YMCA
Richland Creek Zip Line
River Wild Lake Tillery 
Shear Relaxation & Day Spa
Shine Nails
Janice Simpson
Sports Attic
Margie Springer 
The Table Farmhouse Bakery
Total Fitness 
Tupelo Honey Café

2 Moms & A Monogram – 
Baseline Screen Printing 

Art & Décor and Pottery
Valerie Abbott
Amish Trading Post
Anonymous
Art from the Heart
Bear Creek Photography NC, 

LLC
Black Lady Pots
Cagle Road Pottery
Nikki Cherry
Chrisco’s Pottery
Andy Crofoot
Dover Pottery
Four Paw Pottery
Freeman Pottery
Friendville Chair
Gingerbread House Pottery
Robyn Goode 
Hardin’s Furniture
Hickory Hill Pottery
High Point Furniture
Dean & Anna Hinson
John Ireland Photography
Charlie & Diane Kernodle
Carl King Art
Crystal King Pottery
LaRose Candles
Latham’s Pottery
Lonesome Joe’s Wood Shop
Luck’s Ware
Kim Luther
Bill Lunsford
Mary McChesney
McNeill’s Pottery
MiMi Tinkles
NCR Photography
NC Zoo AAC Team
Fred Nance
Nichols Pottery
R.H. Barringer Distributing Co. 
Sam Ramsey
Rockhouse Pottery
SheffiBilt, Inc. 
Jim Spires
Margie Springer
Trees NC
Triple C Pottery
Turn & Burn Pottery

 Able Carpet Cleaning 
 Alderman Company 
 American Premium Beverage 
 Amick’s Superstore 
 A. P. Anderson Jr. & Mable T. 

Anderson 
 Apac Atlantic, Inc. 
 Arthur & Cynthia Arnold 
 Vivien K. Bauman 
 Biscuitville, Inc. 
 The Borden Fund, Inc. 
 Steve & Angel Bryant 
 Ron & Cathy Butler 
 Carolina Farmers Mutual 

Insurance Company 
 Charlotte Mecklenburg 

PD - Crime Scene Search 
CMPD-CSI 

 Chili’s Asheboro 
 Arthur & Kristin Clancy 
 Dennis Clements & Martha Ann 

Keels 
 Cleveland Metroparks Zoo 
 CLH design, p.a. 
 CLR Design 
 Mr. PH Craig 
 Crown Hotel and Travel 

Management, LLC 
 Davis Furniture Industries, Inc. 
 Marcus & Miriam Derstine 
 Disney’s Animal Kingdom 
 East Coast Trailer & Equipment 

Co. Inc 
 Edward Jones - Alamance 

County 
 Edward Jones - Greensboro 
 Thomas O. & Jeanie C. Eller 
 Environmental Air Systems 
 First Bank - Asheboro 
 Four Saints Brewing Company 
 Freud America, Inc. 
 Genie Frick 
 Karyl Gabriel 
 Graham Personnel Services 
 Cleaters & Jessica Hart 
 Heart of North Carolina Visitors 

Bureau 
 Hickory Printing Solutions, LLC 
 Mr. William Hoffman & Ms. Ellie 

Langley 
 Honda Aircraft Company 
 Honda Power Equipment 

Manufacturing, Inc. 

 Ms. Sherry A. Kellett 
 Mr. Drew A. Leander 
 Christopher Leazer & Heath 

Ramsey 
 Little 
 Lowe’s Home Center of 

Asheboro 
 Lowe’s Millwork DC - 973/3174 
 Lowes Foods, LLC 
 McDowell Lumber Co. 
 Mechanical Maintenance Inc. 
 Ministry of Water and Forests
 Ms. Terrie Moffitt 
 Mt. Olive Pickle Company, Inc. 
 NC Touchstone Energy 

Cooperatives 
 NC Troopers Association
 North Carolina Electric 

Membership Corporation 
 Martha Noyes 
 Olympic Products, LLC 
 Paypal 
 Pepsi Bottling Ventures 
 Randolph County 
 Sam & Missy Rankin 
 Safe-T-Works, Inc 
 Richard & Denise 

Schoenberger 
 Shugart Electric 
 Talmadge and Ian Silversides 
 Mr. J. Keith Smith & Ms. Lisa 

Jones 
 Somero Matson Group LLC 
 Southern Industrial 

Constructors 
 Southland Electrical Supply 
 State Employees Combined 

Campaign 
 Technimark LLC 
 Therapeutic Alternatives 
 Jennifer & Wayne Thomas 
 The Timken Company 
 Toms Creek Nursery & 

Landscaping 
 Triad Corrugated Metal, Inc. 
 Monty & Nancy White 
 Dr. Elena Whitley & Mr. Paul 

Geldston 
 Charles & Jenny Winston
 World Association of Zoos and 

Aquariums 
 G. Smedes York 

Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who pro-
vided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society, 7/1/18 through 
9/30/18.

A THANK YOUS B
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Coming to the Zoo April 13!  
            A kaleidoscope of butterflies  
  will descend on a special habitat  
                  brimming with blossoms.  
    Step inside and immerse yourself  
           in the splendor of living colors. 


